
Our second week just zoomed by! We welcomed two new boys, Akiva Schwartz and Ronen 
Vinnik, who joined Camp Chazak right after their move from Massachusetts. What a 
Purim-dik hashgacha: they both knew each other 200 miles away from Passaic and now 
ended up in the same Camp Chazak!

True to our theme of Purim, the week was filled with laughter, fun, and so many happy, 
smiling faces. From costume contest, to carnival, to beautiful projects created during the 
workshops, to fun during the leagues, even in the rain. Of course, everyone enjoyed the 
climb at High Exposure (highly recommended family outing  ). Because it was a Purim 
week at Camp Chazak, which we took with us to High Exposure, Rebbeim were also able to 
turn over and join the kids in the super-fun climbing experience.

A positive, friendly, and fun atmosphere that is felt throughout the day at Camp Chazak is 
cultivated and skillfully maintained by our amazing staff. Every member of our senior staff 
and our junior staff is a star in his own right, but together they form an outstanding team, 
complementing one another’s talents.

Thank you all!

Have a wonderful Shabbos,
Mrs. Bina Zarkhin
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An exciting week two is well underway, B”H. Leagues are now in full swing. The “Etrogim,” 
“Arov,” and “Cheesecakes,” our three teams, played soccer and kickball. The competition is 
rough, but we are playing hard and enjoying. 

Our artistic and creative campers showed their הטוב  writing beautiful letters and ,הכרת
decorating a poster that we will be sending to Camp Hope. (I was personally impressed 
with the amount of details that the boys included in their letters.)

Purim week was a blast. Many boys showed up in costumes for an amazing C.C.C.C.C. 
(Camp Chazak Carnival Costume Contest) with music, keyboard, many exciting booths, 
and even snow cones. Thank you, Yedei Chesed.

At lunch the cheering continues. We had tons of fun guessing “Purim Riddles” and learned 
some interesting halachos and gematriyos about ציצית. We are trying to crack the question: 
Why are pizza boxes square if pizzas are round? (Feel free to let us know if you have a 
good theory!)

My personal highlight was the Kiddush Hashem we made at High Exposure.

We enjoyed the challenge, scaled walls, nets, and tight rope wire,
Pushing ourselves to climb higher and higher.
We had a fabulous time acting like “mentchen” all the while, 
Which of course is the classic Camp Chazak style.
All of this was noticed; the owner came over, quite expressive
And told us “Orthodox Jews are very impressive.”

-Thank you for making this tremendous Kiddush Hashem.

Two more fun-packed days to go. Enjoy!

I’m excited to see who will win the PPPPBP!

Have a great Shabbos!

Rabbi Schulman
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Activities Corner @ CC2016, Directed by Rabbi Erlanger
Vinahafoch Vinahafoch Vinahafoch hu.... Purim week has arrived in Camp Chazak!! Lichvod the 
beautiful Yom Tov, Mrs. Zarkhin arranged for a beautiful carnival packed with booths, snow cones, 
tickets, and raffles!! We had the special opportunity to interact with three special neshamos from 
Yidei Chesed, who assisted us in receiving our many portions of snow cones. Before we went out 
for the carnival, Rabbi Schulman spoke to us about how special these helpers are and although they 
may possibly look a bit different from us, or even act a bit differently, they are heilige (holy) and 
very special yiddishe neshamos that we have the zechus to be helped by. In addition to the carnival, 
Purim Predictions is what is on the agenda for Friday's main activity. Each bunk will first get a list 
of questions that they need to predict what the correct answer will be. For example, two counselors 
will be having an arm wrestle and each bunk needs to predict which one of the two counselors will 
win the game. The bunk that predicts the most correct predictions will be the winner...It is sure to 
be a great activity that will iy”H be enjoyed by all. Stay tuned.... 
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Baruch Hashem, thank You, Hashem, I'm not joking—the tiles in the ceiling are coming out 
from our davening. We did kapitel kuf chof aleph in Tehillim.

Kriya is going gevaldig.

Rosh Chodesh Tammuz is the yahrzeit of the very special heilige Yosef HaTzadik. We talked 
about how he loved and thought about Hashem every second of his life. Even though he was 
sold as a slave and had a very hard life and got put in prison, he never gave up on Hashem 
and always stayed happy even in the lowly prison. Because of that, he eventually became the 
leader of Mitzrayim.

We learned a new song—"Thank You, Hashem, for everything." Sing it at your Shabbos 
table.
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This week there was a lot of teaching going on in Bunk Shavuos,  though in a Purimdik way—
vinahafoch hu style. The boys were teaching Rabbi Erlanger a few selected pesukim in Parshas
Korach. The pesukim were put on the board and then, slowly, the boys began to break down each 
word—prefix, suffix, shoresh, and ultimately getting through and teaching the pesukim to Rabbi 
Erlanger!!! It was a great experience and I look forward to continue learning and being on the 
receiving end of my dear talmidim, as the Mishnah says, mitalmidai yoser mikulam. Stay tuned for 
further awesomeness @ Bunk Shavuos.

This week started the same way that last week ended, with the boys 
continuing to shteig. We learned the concept of Shelo Kedarka in two 
different ways. In Mishnayos, according to one ta’ana, you can only trap a 
mouse on Chol Hamoed if you catch it Shelo Kedarka. In Chumash we 
learned that Hashem killed Korach by earthquake, which was also Shelo
Kedarka.

Keep up the awesome work, boys!
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A big tzaddik, to save the Yidden he did try
On Haman’s horse he rode, his name is ___________________________.

An evil man, his plans were not fun, 
To destroy the Yidden he tried, his name was ___________________________.

The megillah is read about how Hashem saved the Yidden, 
The story is secret, the yad Hashem is ___________________________.

To shul night and day, we are rushin’,
A three-cornered cookie we eat called ___________________________.

To create friendship, mishloach manos we give with lots of food in ‘em,
Make sure to have foods of two different ___________________________.

Filling up cups of wine and drinking them quicker,
We drink and drink until we are ___________________________.

They tried poisoning Achashveirosh, wanting him to perish (die),
Two people named ___________________________.

It sounds like shining your shoes, it’s where the story began,
It’s a city that’s named ___________________________.
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